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If, when the dielectric is introduced to replace the air, the potentials of the conductors are kept unaltered, the charges of real electricity are increased in the ratio 1 to K and the force at any point will then be unaltered. The force which one conductor exerts on another will be increased in the ratio 1 to K.
The potential energy is TF=-|SFra (Art. 61) where m is the quantity of electricity on the conductor whose potential is V. It follows that the energy will be divided or multiplied by K according as the charges or the potentials are kept unaltered.
476.    The case in which one conductor A is entirely surrounded by a shell formed by another conductor B needs some special attention.    We suppose at first that there are no other conductors in the field.   The separating medium being in the first instance air there is a distribution of electricity on the external surface S of A and the internal surface S' of B.   Let the surface densities at any points Q, Qr be respectively p and //.   If the conductor B has no external boundary, but extends to infinite distances, the distributions on S and S' are such that the sum of their potentials is constant throughout all space external to S? and is the same as at an infinite distance.   The potential at every point external to S' is therefore zero and the charges on S, S' are equal and opposite.   We may now remove any portion we please of the neutral matter outside the surface S' and reduce the conductor B to a finite size.
In this state of the system, there is no electricity on the external boundary of the shell B. The potential of the system is zero within the substance of the conducting shell B and equal to some constant a within the conductor A. See Art. 3S6.
When the whole space between A and B is filled with a dielectric, we represent its repulsions by those of equivalent strata placed on the surfaces S, S'. Assuming, as before, that their densities are <r = Xp, o-' = X/>', where X is some constant, we find that the conditions at the boundary of A (viz. <r= - kl<\ KF=4tirp) give immediately 1 + X = 1/-K". The conditions at the other boundary give the same value of X.
The result is that the distributions of real electricity on S and S' remain unaltered, but the potentials inside A and B are reduced to 1/JSTth part of what they were when the medium was air. The potential inside B was zero and remains zero. The potential inside A becomes a/K.
The capacity of the conductor A (being measured by the ratio of the charge to the potential, when the conductor B is at potential zero, Art. 371) is therefore K times as great as when the two conductors were separated by air.
477.    Effect of external conductors.    Let us next suppose that the external surfnce S" of the shell B is charged with electricity and that other conductors are placed in the field outside S".    These additions to the system will not disturb the equilibrium of the charges on the surfaces S, S', but will increase the potential throughout the interior of 8" by some constant /3.    Supposing the conductors A and B to be separated by air, the potentials inside B and A become p and a + # = a'.
The system thus formed (as explained in Arts. 389, 390) consists of two parts which are independent of each other. Let us therefore fill the space between the shell II and the conductor A with a dielectric of inductive capacity A", leaving the conductors outside the shell still separated by air. The distributions of electricity

